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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Jorge Luis Tovar Díaz has contributed to the dictionary with 7885 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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telenque
Telenque ( adj.  ) In Chile, weak and pale, I sick.

teletipo
It is a telegraphic device equipped with a keyboard, which allows the transmission and reception of messages written in
alphabetic characters.  With the evolution of technology and the emergence of the Internet, this device has been
practically deprecated. 

television
Television (without tilde , and is pronounced television ) : English word that in Spanish translates : television (with tilde ).

televisora
Television: (f.  ) Company Television, Television Company, Television producer.

televistazo
Televistazo , is the name of a news broadcaster.  It is presented through Ecuador's Ecuavisa channel. 

teléfono android
Android is an operating system based on linux, basically designed for mobile devices with touch screen as Smartphones
or tablets. As a result, a phone " 34 android; It is that smartphone that operates under this operating system.

teléfono privado
A private phone, also known as an unknown phone or unknown number is a phone number on a landline or cell phone
that has a restriction that prevents it from being identified or recognized by caller IDs. 

teléfono público
A pay phone is a phone that works by introducing one or more coins through a slot arranged for that purpose.  With the
implementation of mobile telephony, the public telephone has been practically disused. 

teléfono público
A pay phone is a phone that works by introducing one or more coins through a slot arranged for that purpose.  With the
implementation of mobile telephony, the public telephone has been practically disused. 

telmex
Telmex, is a multinational telecommunications company, headquartered in Mexico City, Mexico. 

tembeleque
Tembeleque: adj. Tembloroso, weak, WIMP.

tembloso
Tembloso, sa: best, shaky, sa.    ( adj.  )  That trembles: legs trembling, trembling pulse, trembling voice.



temporalmente
Temporarily it is an adverb in a way. Adverbs of mode are also called adverbs in mind. The adverb that concerns us
today, means: temporarily, temporarily.

temporomandibular
Temporomandibular: Relative to the temporal bone and the mandible.  Example: temporomandibular joint.

tempranero
Early : 1 - That occurs early, that occurs ahead of time.   2- Early riser.  3- Morning . 

tempranoteca
In Cali, Colombia, because of the crisis caused by the coronavirus, some nightclub-owners invented what they have
called "early tetecs";  is to open your business from 4 : 00PM to 8 : 00PM, complying with all biosecurity protocols. 

temy
Temy : 1- Affectionate way of calling or referring to Temistocles .    2- Affectionate way of calling or referring to Temildo .

tenampa
The Tenampa is a fun site located in the emblematic Plaza Garibaldi in Mexico City.  It is mentioned in many songs of
Mexican folklore, even, there is a very popular song performed by Cornelius Reina and other groups, and is titled : EL
TENAMPA . 

tenazas
Tongs: (Plural) bodies resemble tweezers that possess some crustaceans such as lobster.

tendajón
In Mexico, they call it tendajon to a small shop.

tendencia de maradona
At the end of his career, the Argentine ex-footballer Diego Armando Maradona became famous for their tendency to kiss
other men in the mouth. One of the best-known cases was when kissed on the mouth to his colleague Cláudio Caniggia,
during the celebration of a goal scored by the latter.

tendinitis
Tendonitis: inflammation of a tendon, usually by a trauma or excessive stress acasionada f..

tener camello
In the jargon popular, have camel is having employment.

tener cuates
In Mexico, having buddies is having friends.

tener duende



It is talent for any given activity. For example, for dancing, singing, etc.

tener huevo
Have egg: ( 41 colloquial expression; Be cheeky, be conchudo being scoundrel.

tener huevos
In the colloquial language in Colombia, have eggs is to be blatant, " 34 conchudo; or very clever.

tener huevos
You have eggs: be decided, have balls.

tener los cojones bien puestos
Colloquial speech. You have character, determination. Have firmness in their decisions and actions.

tener lucas
In Colombia and other countries, Central and South America have lucas is having money, having weights.  In Venezuela
it is equivalent to have bowling, having coppers, having loaches.  In Mexico, it is equivalent to have wool.

tener pesos
Have weights: this expression in Colombia means money, and is equivalent in Venezuela to have bowling or have
Loaches, in Spain: have pesetas, in Mexico: have wool; and in other regions have goats or cents. In the song, "Pedro
navaja " Rubén Blades, the author says: "... only a drunk with two bodies, tripped, grabbed the revolver, the dagger, the
weights and departed...  "

tener pesos
Have weights: this expression in Colombia means money, and is equivalent in Venezuela to have bowling or have
Loaches, in Spain: have pesetas, in Mexico: have wool; and in other regions have goats or cents. In the song, "Pedro
navaja " Rubén Blades, the author says: "... only a drunk with bodies tripped, grabbed the revolver, the dagger, the
weights and departed...  "

tenis
Tennis: (m.  )  .   1 - Is a sport which is practiced with rackets and a small ball and you can play it two individuals (one on
one) or two couples (two people against the other two).   2 it is a sports shoes, male and female use, flexible material
and rubber sole.

teo
Theo : 1- Affectionate way to call or refer to Theodore .   2- Affectionate way of calling or referring to Doroteo .    3-
Affectionate way of calling or referring to Theophilus .    4- Apocope of Theodore and Theophilus .    5- Aféresis of
Doroteo .

teodicea
Theodicy: f. ( Fil.  ) Philosophical term introduced by Leibniz to designate the part of metaphysics which deals with God's
righteousness. It is used also as a synonym for natural theology.



teorético
Theoretical, ca: adj.   ( fil.  )  Concerning the theory, understood as contemplation or systematic exposition of the truth.

terapista educativo
The educational therapist is the professional that combines educational and therapeutic approaches to treat disabilities,
retardation and learning in children and adolescents.

tercer mundo
Set of countries less developed economically and socially. 

tercer mundo
Set of countries less developed economically and socially. 

tercer palo
In football, the third pole, also called transom is the horizontal, which is the stick or long pole of the goal.

tercer tiempo
THIRD TIME, was the name of a sports program that aired on the radio network Caracol in Colombia.  On Sundays,
once the final whistle sounded in all the stadiums of Colombia announcing the end of the second half, began in Caracol
the Third Time. 

tercerizar
Outsourcing: ( vb.  ) Hiring a company with another the supply of personal for any activity determined. Some companies
engaged in supplying staff to another company by means of a contract, are referred to as " Employment exchanges "

tercerizar
Outsourcing: ( vb.  ) Hiring a company with another the supply of personal for any activity determined. Some companies
engaged in supplying staff to another company by means of a contract, are referred to as " Employment exchanges "

tercermundista
Belonging to or relating to the Third World. 

tercero
1- Third, is a masculine given name of Spanish origin.    2- That follows immediately in order to the second and
precedes the fourth. 

tere
Tere: I try to be loving that gives women's name Teresa.

teresina
City of Brazil, capital of Piaui State, on the banks of the rio Parnaíba. Population: 790,000 inhabitants, approximately.
Main economic activities: cattle, cotton.



teresita
Teresita is the diminutive of the feminine proper name Teresa.

terlenka
It is the name of a fabric with which were mainly made pants, and that was widely used in the 60s and 70s.

terminator
A Terminator ( pronounce termineitor ) It is a character from the science fiction, an autonomous robot designed as a
virtually indestructible soldier on the battlefield. In its creation or origin, this robot emerges from a ball of fire and is
slowly taking human appearance. It is designed for infiltration and assassination. Its versatility ranges from imitation of
voices, skill in various tactics of combat, management of armament, speed and strength than of a human, almost infinite
capacity to learn and to understanding at depth of emotions human.

termineitor
Termineitor (or better exterminator) is the Spanish form of the English word Exterminator (The Exterminator), which in
Spanish translates: The Exterminator.  He is a science fiction character, an autonomous robot conceived as an
indestructible soldier on the battlefield.  In its creation or origin this robot emerges from a ball of fire and slowly acquires
human appearance.  It is designed for infiltration and assassination.  His versatility ranges from imitation of voices,
dexterity in various combat tactics, handling of weaponry, speed and strength superior to those of a human, almost
infinite learning capacity, and even the in-depth understanding of human emotions. 

termostato
Thermostat: m. device that responds to changes in temperature, starting or stopping automatically the mechanism of
cooling or heating of an enclosure ( Hall, room, etc.  ).

terna arbitral
It is the set of the three referees who are responsible for directing a football match.  The arbitration list consists of two
line judges and the central referee; the first two use communication equipment and two small flags called banners, and
the central uses a yellow card, a red card and a whistle, and now with the evolution of technology, also uses intercoms
and hearing aids to communicate with the two linesmen, with the fourth referee and with the people in charge of the
VAR. 

ternar
Toggle: vb. Include someone in a triplet.

ternera
1- Ternera is the name of a neighborhood of the city of Cartagena, Colombia.    2- Name of a prison located in the same
city. 

terronera
It is known as terronera to that feeling of fear or extreme fear of a person suffering at any given time.

tersura
Smoothness: Quality of what is smooth, soft, clean and bright.



test
Test: m. English word. Test or reagent psychological which serves to determine the degree of certain psychic abilities:
mental level development; 40 special skills, sensory, motor, artistic, etc.  ) aspects of the character and the personality,
etc.

tester
Tester: m. electronic device used to measure direct current and also an alternating current, can also measure the
amperage of these.

tetero en méxico
Bottle: m. utensil that is used to give milk or food to young children. In Mexico to nominate the bottle used synonym
which is nipple. Other synonyms: bottle, bottle.

tetrapak
Tetrapak is a container made of four layers, usually of paper or cardboard, over a layer of polyethylene and other of
aluminum. The packaging is designed for the storage and conservation of food and beverages, which can be chilled or
not, as the case may be.

texano
Object that it is manufactured or that they use is the Texas State, U.S.A.: Texan hat, boots Texan, etc.

textilero
Thanks ( 41 ra;: is a trader or industrial owner of a textile company.

tépalo
Tepal: m.   (Bot.  )  Each of the sheets forming simple perianth of haploclamideas flowers. Appearance intermediate
between typical, as hyacinth and Lily a sepal and a petal.

thailin
Thailin ( or best Thailin ) is a female name of Mexican origin, which could be derived from another female name: Thaily.

thaily amezcua
Thaily Amezcua, is a Mexican actress who has participated in several telenovelas and soap operas in that country.

the coca cola company
The Coca Cola Company is a multinational company dedicated to the development and distribution of drinks, with
headquarters in Atlanta (41 Georgia; being its main product coca-cola.

the monkey look
It is a phrase which in Spanish translates: the monkey look, which is the nickname which was known an imaginary
character mentioned in the book " The 34 arrow; Colombian writer David Sanchez Juliao.   " The monkey look " It was
one of the best friends of " The 34 arrow;

the show



the show: English expression which in Spanish translates: the show.

theo
Theo, is a masculine given name of unknown origin; it may have been derived from the masculine given name of French
origin Théo. 

thinner
Thinner is a solvent of an organic nature, derived from petroleum, which is used to dissolve and dilute insoluble
substances such as enamel paints, among others.   .

this close
This close: English expression that, in Spanish, as near-equals.

three
Three: ( pronounce tri )  English word which in Spanish translates to three ( 41 3.

ti
TI: Personal pronoun for the second person singular, who works as a complement with preposition.

tialina
Tialina: f. substance contained in the saliva, which is agent of the digestion of starchy bodies.

tianguis
Tianguis: m. In Mexico.  Market, mainly that settles periodically on the street: "Thursday becomes a tianguis to the
neighborhood where I live, in it we bought food, clothes and other things ".

tic
ICT: m. sudden and involuntary contraction of certain muscles: "Lucia has blinking so fast and frequent " tic.

tic tac
Tic Tac: Onomatopoeia of the sound of the clock.

tic-tac
Ticking: m. voice that mimics the sound of the clock: "Only the ticking of the clock " was heard in the silence of the night.

ticket
Ticket: m. Word of English. You better or I get that he certifies certain rights.  Synonyms: Ticket, ticket, ticket.

tico
Tico : 1- Affectionate way of calling or referring to Albertico .  2- Tico Records is the name of a New York City-based
record company.



tiempito
Time : Very short period of time. 

tienda virtual
A virtual store, also called an online store, is a website where distributors and sellers make available to their customers
the different services and products by showing them through images or videos.

tiendecita
Tiendecita : 1- Diminutive store .   2- THE TIENDECITA, is the name of a song of the vallenato genre, performed by
Beto Zabaleta.    3- THE TIENDECITA , is the name of a song performed by Diomedes Díaz.

tiendero
shopkeeper is incorrectly written and it should be written as "grocer" being its meaning:<br>Owner, administrator, or
dependent of a store, especially when it's a grocery store.

tiendita
Tiendita, is the diminutive of store. 

tierra del fuego
It named one of the departments that are part of the Chilean province of Magallanes. Capital: future. Main economic
activities: livestock, wool, skins and salted fish.

tierras sumergidas
Areas that have been flooded after an intense and prolonged winter.

tierrero
Tierrero: m. Large amount of dust or powder keg which rises through wind or a vehicle at high speed.

tierrita
Cute : Land diminutive . 

tiffany
Tiffany (or Tifany), is a female proper name of Greek origin.

tigo shop
It is an expression espanglesa which translates as you shop. It is an application of the mobile operator TIGO in which
users of this operator may know the balances available in minutes, messages, text, data, etc.

tigre falso
A fake tiger, also called a "fake" tiger is a tiger made of paper or wood, which is used to scare dogs.  Such jokes are
being featured on Facebook and YouTube.  The joke consists of placing the fake tiger next to the canine when it sleeps
peacefully, and making a noise that suddenly wakes up the dog, which when it sees the tiger next to it, believes it is real
and comes out terrified emitting barks. 



tigrero
1. a tigrero dog is a dog trained to hunt Tigers.   2. tigrero is an adjective used in the colloquial language, applies to rainy
night or day.

tigrillo
Said is the banana or banana that by being too mature have come a few pints or black spots: as Sara is pregnant has a
craving to eat banana tigrillo.

tijerazo
Scissors .      ( masculine noun ) 1- Tijeretetazo .    2- In football, spectacular scissor play that an attacker performs and
that can end in goal. 

timba
Timba, in the jargon of the underworld use this word in plural to name the shoes.  Example: "I am going to ask my mom
that suits me to buy a play".

timbradita
In Colombia, in the colloquial language, a " timbradita " It is a tocadita that a person on any part of the body of another
person, in a daring or abusive manner, especially when this " tocadita " occurs in some " noble " as for example in the
buttocks. The " timbradita " most recent is the one that has just given the player Jara his colleague Cavani in the Copa
America in Chile 2015.

time
Time .    ( pronounced taem ) 1- It is an English word that in Spanish translates: time.   2- Time, is the name of a
magazine that is published weekly in the United States of America. 

tinajo
Tinajo (s.  M.  ) Large wide-mouthed vessel, made of cooked clay, very similar to a vat. 

tintero
Inkwell and tintera: person that prepares and sells coffee red.

tintero
Container that gets the ink to write.

tinto
1- Red Wine, is the wine that is dark red.    2- In Colombia, red coffee or simply "tinto" is the name given to the coffee
drink. 

tio vivo
Merry-go-round: m. In a fair game mechanic in a circular rotating around an axis, with a series of figures that one is
mounted: "I went to a horse and a giraffe in the carousel of the fair and I enjoyed a lot ".  Synonym: carousel.

tiocianógeno



Thiocyanogen: m.   (Quim.  )  Radical monovalent - SCN-entering to form part of certain organic compounds. With the
metals it gives salts called sulfocianuros. The potassium thiocyanate is used in obtaining cyanide and the ferro and
potassium ferricyanide in refrigeration mixtures.

tipa
Tipa: ( f.  )  Woman, girl. This word in Venezuela is equivalent to chama, and in Mexico and other countries is equivalent
to kid.

tipito
Sweet: Diminutive of type. It is used to refer to a man of stature.

tiplista
It is the person who plays the tiple. 

tips
Tips: m.   (Plural ) The tips are advice or opinions given to someone how to do something, usually related to beauty,
cooking, cleaning, etc.

tiralíneas
In the colloquial language is called chalk the responsible worker pull, interlace and connect lines and cables in the
companies of fixed telephony, electricity, cable TV, etc.

tiranosaurio
Tyrannosaurus Rex, is the Spanish form of Tyrannosaurus Rex (abbreviated as T.   Rex ) .   Tyrannosaurus Rex was
one of the last non-avian dinosaurs that existed on Earth before the mass extinction of the Cretaceous period. 

tiranosaurio rex
Castilianized form of Tyrannosaurus rex (abbreviated as T .  Rex ) .   The tyrannosaur rex was one of the last non-avian
dinosaurs to exist on earth before the Cretaceous-Tertiary mass extinction.

tiranta
Full: f. each of two elastic strips going across the shoulders serve to hold the BRA. Synonyms: strap, straps, charger.

tirantes
Them strapless, also known as tirantas, streaked and chargers are the two strips, usually elastic, that is is used to hold
the bra and other garments as blouses and blouses ombligueras.

tirar a la tiña
In some regions of the Colombian Caribbean Coast, throwing ringworm is throwing some things for other people to pick
them up for themselves.  The origin of this expression may be in the word "rebatiña" which has the following definition :
Action to collect in a way taken away some or some things that have been thrown into the air and that are disputed by
several people.

tirar cabeza



Pull head: ( Colloquial expression ) Think, cranear.

tirar caja
This expression is used in Medellin and in all the Department of Antioquia, in Colombia, and means: laugh much, laugh
out loud.

tirar el pitazo
Colloquial expression. Give someone a precise information about something.

tirar el teléfono
Pulling the phone is the handset of a telephone unexpectedly in a call. It usually occurs by a sudden tantrum, who
closed the call.

tirárselas de loco
Fling is them or give them crazy ( 41 colloquial expression; Make the loco, done on deaf ears. Said of a person that
pretends that he has not noticed a situation or positive or negative action.

tire y jala
It is a colloquial expression. It refers to a discussion that will have twisted two or more people around a topic. It's
something like tell me that I'll tell you, pull and tug of war, etc.

titanes
Titans: ( Plural of titan ). A titan is a person who stands out for his skill, vigor and strength.

tite
Tite is the well-known nickname of former Brazilian footballer Adenor Leonardo Bacchi, who is the current technical
director of the Brazilian national football team.

titiribí
Titiribí is the name of a municipality located in the department of Antioquia, in Colombia.  It has a population of
approximately 16000 inhabitants.

tiznar
blacken.      ( v .  Tr.  ) Stain or soil with tizne, ash or other similar matter. 

tío político
The political guy is the spouse of the aunt.

tíquet
Ticket, is the Castilian form of the English word "ticket".  A ticket is a voucher or receipt that accredits certain rights. 

tocadiscos
Turntable: m. device that in addition to the electronic components, was fitted with a " 34 plate; a needle and a speaker or



speaker. The " 34 dish; placed the disk, which could turn 33, 45 or 78 rpm. Needle it intervened in the reproduction of
music, and was used an only speaker or speaker because the discs were monophonic ( recorded to a single channel ).

tocadiscos
Turntable: today is a: CD player.

tocar tierra
Begin to settle an airplane or other aircraft on the runway of the airport, making contact with it, initially with the rear
wheels.

tocarse el pelo
This action is part of the language of movement or body language of some women. When a woman touches the hair
while talking with a man, it means that likes the company of that man and that it is receptive to it.

tocaya
Namesake and namesake: the same name as another person.

tochada
Tochada : 1- In Cútuta, Colombia, is the action of a toche, that is, a bobada.   2- It is what in other regions is equivalent
to "huevonada". 

toche
The word " toche " is very used in the departments of Santander and North of Santander in Colombia. Means: Stupid,
clueless. In the same region you assign other synonym: tortolo, Knave, pingo, pisco.

tocineta
A bacon is a small piece or slice of smoked pork bacon. 

toda vez que
All time: expression that is used to indicate result, and means the same as " 34 since; and " since ".

today
Today (pronounced tudey).    1- It is an English word that in Spanish translates : today.     2- It is a brand of condoms
(Today Condoms). 

todelar
Todelar is the abbreviation for Tobón de la Roche.   It is a radio station in Colombia, which was also known as Circuito
Todelar de Colombia.  The name originates because its founder and director was the entrepreneur Bernardo Tobón de
la Roche.

toditos
Diminutive of all.



todos contra todos
It is a sports competition system in which all participants in the tournament face among them in a constant number of
opportunities, usually two, one of ida and another back.

toletazo
Supporters: Beat given with a nightstick.

tolete
Nightstick: ( s.m.  ) Short stick, stick, bar.

tolimita
Tolimita, is the affectionate way in which fans call the football team Deportes Tolima that is based in the city of Ibagué in
Colombia. 

toludeño
Toludeño (and Toludeña ) Persona born in the municipality of Tolú, in the department of Sucre in Colombia.

tomadura de pelo
Joke, usually tasteful. In Colombia, in the colloquial language it says " bottle of gallo ".

tomar a pecho
Give great importance to something, or do something with great effort: "Josefa has taken to heart that told him his MOM
".

tomar cartas
Tamar letters in a subject is appearing with interest and willingness.

tomar del pelo
1. Take hair to someone, usually a woman to otramujer. 2 Make a joke to someone, especially when the joke is tasteful.

tomarse unos palos
This expression in Venezuela means to take a few shots of liquor or a few beers.

tomasino
Tomasino and tomasina: person born in the municipality of Santo Tomás, in the Department of Atlántico in Colombia.

tomasino
Tomasino: Aquinas or related to this Saint.

tomasito
Tomasito, is how affectionate call or refer to Thomas.



tomatodo
The " tomatodo " is a game of random that consists in a small piece similar to a spinning, that in every one of its sides
has printed a Word, among them: " takes all " " all put " " takes one " " put one ". Participants in the game the trompito
spinning in a particular order and should proceed according to the option that determines the piece at the time of
stopping. Example: If the spinning is stopped in the option " takes all " the player that it made turn wins all what in that
moment is find available in the bet.

tomás
Thomas, is a male name;  He is believed to be of Aramaic origin.

tomelloso
Tomelloso: Municipality of Spain, in the province of Ciudad Real, p. j. de Alcazar de San Juan. Population: 39000
inhabitants approximately.

tomista
Tomista : ( adj .  ) 1- Person who follows the doctrine of St. Thomas Aquinas .   2- A person who, by force or peacefully,
has participated in the taking of an enclosure, an establishment, an entity, a public space, etc.

tonelaje
Tonnage: (M.  ) 1-fit of a boat expressed in tonnes.    2-fit of a heavy vehicle (dump, truck, tractor, tractomula, etc.  )
expressed in tonnes.

tonieta
Toned : 1- Female proper name .   2- Title of a song performed by Eddy Fontana .

tonsura
Tonsure: f. preparatory level to receive the minor orders, which confers the prelate with the ceremony of cutting the
applicant a little hair.

tontín
Dopey: Name given to one of the Smurfs.

toñín
Tonin: Diminutive of tone, which in turn is affectionate treatment that gives Antonio a man's name. Synonym: Toñito.

toño
It is affectionate call or refer to Antonio.

top
A top is a female garment resembling a blouse ombliguera, fine, elastic, fabric with straps or without them, that covers
the chest and goes up to the abdomen.

top 10
Top 10, is an English expression, refers to the ten things most important or outstanding of a whole.  For example, in a



list of hits, which regularly presents a radio station, ten songs most requested and listened to make up the Top 10.

top 5
Top 5, is an English expression, refers to the five things or more important or outstanding whole objects.

top model
Top-model: ( 41 English expression;  Quoted model, super model.

top-model
Top-Model: English expression. A top-model is a top model, sought-after model or super-modelo.

toparse
Found by chance two or more persons: "Yesterday I ran into Eduardo in the shopping mall ".

topetada
Topetada: f. blow giving head some animals like Bull, RAM, etc. Synonym: Topetazo.

topetazo
Topetazo : ( male noun ) Blow that give with the head some animals such as the bull, the ram, the buffalo, etc. 

topolino
The Fiat Topolino, also called Fiat 500 was a small car manufactured by the automotive company Fiat.  The first car of
this model was released in 1936.

toppo
"Toppo", is the name given to a special unit of the National Police in the Dominican Republic.  Its members, who
sometimes operate undercover, are provided with long- and short-range weaponry including machine guns, assault rifles
and 9 mm pistols. 

toqueteada
Toqueteada: Action of fiddling with someone or something.

torada
Torada: f. selected bulls set to be played in a corraleja.

toreador
Toreador or toreadora: person who, with a Cape or blanket is dedicated to encourage and challenge the bulls. You can
be in a Bullring or the so-called corralejas.

torear
Fight: Skillfully tackle a problem or a difficulty, giving a momentary solution.



torete
Torete: Novillo, torillo, torito.

torné
Torné is a surname of Spanish origin. 

tornillero
Tornillero ( 41 ra;: person who sells screws.

toro mecánico
In a classroom of mechanical amusements and attractions, is a machine with normal size Bull form, controlled by an
electronic mechanism. When the mechanism is activated, the mechanical bull can simulate the actual movement of a
bull, up and down, fast and slow; shaken while it moves and turns. All these moves will make the person who is riding at
that time to be thrown down.

torongil
The correct writing of this word is Melissa.   It is a herbaceous plant, pleasant aroma, which is used to prepare
beverages and teas that are swallowed to relieve some conditions and general discomfort for its medicinal properties.

toronjil
Lemon balm.     ( m .  ) Herbaceous plant, with a pleasant aroma, which due to its medicinal properties is widely used to
prepare drinks and infusions to calm some conditions and general discomforts. 

torrens
Salt Lake in Australia, in the State of Australia in the South, to the West of the montes Flinders. 6000 Km Long. 208 Km;
anch. average, 32 Km.

torres gemelas
The twin towers were two emblematic buildings in the heart of the World Trade Center in New York City. Opened in April
1973, the twin towers were targeted in a terrorist attack of September 11, 2001.

torrevieja
Torrevieja: Municipality of Spain, in the province of Alicante, on the Mediterranean coast. 80,000 inhabitants
approximately.

torrija
French toast: f. slice or torreja green or ripe banana, tomato, bread, sausage or any other.

tortazo
Smack: m. hit with a pie or omelette.

tortilla
Tortilla.    ( feminine noun )   Food made with beaten eggs and other ingredients such as tomato, onion, chives, oil, etc. 



tortilla de huevo con pollo
It is an omelette to which shredded chicken has been added. 

tos ferina
Whooping cough is a common contagious disease among children, which is distinguished by the violent attacks of
coughing.

tosoplasmosis
tosoplasmosis is incorrectly written, and should be written as "toxoplasmosis" being its meaning:<br>Disease caused by
protozoa, which occurs in some mammals, birds and reptiles, and which can be transmitted to be human through
contact with infected animals, especially cats, or by consumption of vegetables or other foods contaminated with
droppings or the urine from these animals.

tostado
Toasted: adj. scorch, cooked, burned.

tostao
Eduardo Goncalves De Andrade, known as "Tostao " is a Brazilian ex-footballer; He participated with the national team
of his country in the Mexico World Cup in 1970, which stood out for its spectacular dribing and fast.

tostonera
Tostonera .    ( feminine noun )   Kitchen utensil consisting of two tight pieces of wood, which is used to crush
patacones. 

totazo
Totazo: m. strong Gölge, swipe.

tote
A tote is a tronador, a small shot of Wick made of gunpowder, which produces a very strong boom in exploiting.

totearse de risa
Totear laughing is hilarious, i.e., laugh out loud, to swing jaw.

totiarse de la risa
It is laugh out loud, laugh hinged jaw, " die " of laughter.

totonaca
Totonaca: (Adjective ) Individual of an indigenous group that lived in the State of Veracruz, in Mexico, and whose
language is spoken even today.

totuma
Totuma : ( feminine noun ) 1- Fruit of totumo .   2- Vessel made with the fruit of the totumo. 



totumazo
Totumazo: m. beat given with a gourd.

touch
Touch: Word English that in Spanish is translates: touch, touch, touch, touch.

tour
Tour: French word which in Spanish translates: tour, trip, turn.

toxicología
Toxicology is that part of medicine that deals with the study and impact of toxic or poisonous products in the body.

toxinas
Toxins are poisonous or toxic substances highlights antigenic capacity. They can be of animal, plant or microbial origin.

toxoglosos
Toxoglosos: m.   (Plural.  )  Gastropod molluscs prosobranch, provided one of gland secret poison with which attack
other marine animals.

toxoglosos
Toxoglosos: 40 m;Plural.  )  Gastropod molluscs prosobranch, fitted with a gland secret poison with which attack other
marine animals.

trabajo de parto
Labour is the set of events leading up to the birth pains and voluntary contractions and involuntary ( pujos ) that happen
to women and allowing the birth of the baby. All this happens with the assistance of one or several nurses and a doctor.
Several years ago the assistance rendered it a " 34 midwife;

trabalenguas
Tongue twisters: m. Word or utterance difficult to pronounce, especially when it serves to make game that someone is
wrong.

tractocamión
Tractor: m. heavy vehicle consisting of a cabin ( also called stringhead or bodywork ) and a trailer; According to the
model can have six shafts, up to twenty-two wheels and is equipped with a diesel engine and a gearbox ten ( 41 recent
models; Synonyms: tractor-trailer, Mule.

tractomula
Tractor-trailer: f. heavy vehicle composed of a body and a trailer that together can have up to twenty-two wheels, and it
is also equipped with a powerful diesel engine and a box of between fifteen and eighteen speed according to the model.
Synonym: tractor.

tractorista
Tractor: A person driving a tractor, a bulldozer, a backhoe or a catapila.



trademark
Translated into the Spanish word of English that means: registered trade mark.

tradutor
tradutor is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Translator." being its meaning:<br>The definition is correct, but
the writing of the word in this case is incorrect.

traga
In the colloquial language, one swallows is a deep, sometimes obsessive infatuation.

tragamonedas
A slot, also known as slot machine is a device or game machine that works with coins.

traganíquel
A slot is a machine music ( when there were called L. PS. discs or long-lasting l. D.  ) making sonar a song automatically
when inserting a coin inside. Today, these machines are known as rockolas.

tragaperras
Slot: Machine or appliance which, to the introduction of a currency, weight, marks automatically sells any product of
reduced dimensions ( candies, chocolates, ect.  ) or lets play a game.

tragarse
Swallow: ( v.  pron.  Colloquial )  Fall madly in love of a person.

tragarse un sapo
It is an expression widely used in Argentina, Spain, Colombia and other countries, and refers to the fact of having to
endure or accept a very unpleasant situation or circumstance that generates annoyance and anger. 

tragito
SWIG is written incorrectly and it should be written as "nip" being its meaning:<br>NIP: Diminutive of drink.

trago fuerte
Referred to as drink strong that intoxicating beverage containing a high degree of alcohol, such as whisky, brandy and
tequila.

traguiao
In Colombia, when it is said that someone is "traguia'o" it means that they have a few drinks of liquor on top. 

traguito
A SIP is a small some liquid drink, especially if it is a SIP of brandy.

traité de laussane
Traité de Lausanne: French phrase that translated into the Spanish means: Treaty of Lausanne.



traje de baño
The swimsuit, also called a bathing suit or swimsuit, is a lycra or cotton garment, which women use for bathing,
swimming or sunbathing on beaches and pools. 

traje de etiqueta
A label suit is a suit of man which by its nature is appropriate for prom night, ceremonies and other special events. The
frac and the tuxedo tuxedos are.

traje de luces
It is a suit usually made of silk, embroidered with gold, silver or jet, with sequins, worn by bullfighters in bullfighting. 

traje de noche
An evening gown is a long and elegant women dress which, by its nature, it is appropriate to attend parties at night and
some ceremonies of some relevance.

traje de rayas
It is the classic uniform of inmates. It is a costume of black and white horizontal stripes, widely used until a few years
ago to recognize an inmate.

traje formal
The formal attire is the outfit that a person uses occasionally or special activities. The man formal suit, for example,
should consist of shirt, pants and shoes classic; the belt must be the same color of shoes, and can carry or not tie and
jacket, or just tie. If you have some of these last two items, the shirt must necessarily be long sleeve.

traje formal
The formal attire is the outfit that a person uses occasionally or special activities. The man formal suit, for example,
should consist of classic shirt and pants as well as shoes; the belt must be the same color of shoes, and can carry or not
tie and jacket, or just tie. If you wear one of these last two items, the shirt must necessarily be long sleeve.

tramitología
It is known as red tape to the set of often unnecessary procedures, which are required by a public or private entity
generally as a requirement to meet a request or a need or solve a problem of a person or a community.

trampa humana
A human trap is any object or structure that puts at risk the physical integrity and life of people on a public road, on a
sidewalk, in a park, etc.  Examples of human trap are: an unclogged sewer, a protruding wall, a split drain grid, etc. 

tramuyero
Tramuyero, ra: adj.   ( colloquial ) Cheat, weasel.

tramuyo
Tramuyo: m.   ( colloquial ) Deceit, compromise, treta.

trancazo



A lock is a hit with a lock.

trangénico
Transgenic writes: adj. relative to organisms that have been created by genetic engineering, DNA from other organisms
in their genes are mixed: some scientists think that transgenic foods are the food future for humanity.

trans
TRANS: 1 - is a prefix that means "the other side" or "on".   2 short or short for transgero or transsexual.  A transsexual
or transgender is a person who has resorted to some hormonal or surgical treatment for the physical appearance of
people of the opposite sex.

transabdominal
Transabdominal: Relating to a procedure that is carried out through the abdominal wall. Example: Transabdominal
ultrasound or ultrasound.

transformer
The transformers are robots protagonists of a a variety of animated series and films, which have the ability to transform
into alternative forms, usually cars, trucks, motorcycles, etc.

transgénico
GM: adj.  Relative to organisms that have been created by genetic engineering, DNA from other organisms in their
genes are mixed: some scientists think that transgenic foods are the food future for humanity.

transition
Transition, is an English word which in Spanish translates: transition.

transmisibilidad
Transmissibility : Quality, characteristic or particularity of what is transmissible, that is, that can be transmitted.

transmisibilidad
Transmissibility : Quality, characteristic or particularity of what is transmissible, that is, that can be transmitted.

transmisorista
The transmisorista or the transmisorista is in charge of turn transmitters of a radio or television station. As these teams
are generally located in rural areas or outside the city limits, the transmisorista together with your spouse or permanent
companion, they also play the functions of janitors.

transmóvil
A transmobile is a motor vehicle equipped with an RPT transmitter, a small antenna, cables, microphones, among other
communication equipment, which allows radio transmissions to be made remotely. 

transnacional
A transnational company is one that keeps business and activities in several countries.



transoceánico
Transoceanic.    ( adj .  ) That crosses an ocean. 

transparentarse
Transparent is: 1 - be seen light or else through transparent body. 2. a body to be transparent.

transportador
A protractor is a businessman who has a fleet of buses or taxis for the public transport of persons.

transportadora de valores
A securities carrier is a company that is dedicated to the transport of valuables, money and other assets.  This activity is
carried out in armored vehicles and guarded by heavily armed personnel, equipped with long and short-range weaponry,
such as revolvers, pistols and double-barreled shotguns. 

transvaginal
Relative to a medical procedure that is carried out through the vagina. For example, an ultrasound or transvaginal
ultrasound.

trapear
MOP: vb. Action to clean the floor with a damp trapero.

trapero
Trapero: m. tool toilet consists of a stick with a series of absorbent fringes at one of its ends, and which is used to clean
the floor wet.

tras bambalinas
Behind the scenes or backstage: that are located behind the scenes or frames. It applies especially to the actors,
presenters, doubles, directors, etc., that are located in that space when they are not acting or on scene during the
recording or broadcast to air a television program.

tras tabillar
After tabillar it is incorrectly written and should be written as " haughtily " being its meaning: < /br >Haughtily: vb. 1. give
stumbled or tripped over.  2 hit unintentionally foot against an obstacle or the ground go walking or running, so you lose
the balance and stability.

trasbocar
Throwing: vb. 1 Throw. 2 Throw with force the stomach contents. Synonym: vomiting.

trasnacional
A transnational company is one that maintains business and activities in several countries.  Synonym : Transnational. 

trasnochón
It is known as trasnochon to an activity which makes a warehouse, supermarket, superstore, etc., in which there are
discounts and special promotions. This activity is normally between 9:00 pm and 1:00 am, there trasnochon name.



traspasado mañana
It is called "transferred tomorrow" the day that follows or will follow immediately the day after tomorrow. 

traspie
setback is incorrectly written, and should be written as "setback" as meaning:<br>Setback: m. slip, stumble.

traspiés
Foot (or fret) .  Slip, trip or any other similar accident a person suffers when walking, jogging or running.

trastalleres
Trastalleres, is the name of a neighbourhood in the Santurce sector in the city of San Juan, Puerto Rico.  This
neighborhood is very popular because there was born the singer " 34 sauce; Andy Montañez. The origin of the name is
related in the made of that said district is located in the part of back of an area where exist or existed several workshops
of mechanical.

trastear
Tin: ( v .   Tr.  ) Move or move junk from one place to another. 

trastearse
Tinker is: move a person or a family, move definitively a home to another.

trasteo de votos
The fiddling of votes, also known as electoral transhumance, is a prank or an improper mechanism used by some
politicians, that consists of offering any gift to an indeterminate group of voters to take them to vote at a polling station
located in a place different and away from their place of residence.

trasto
A junk is any Cookware, namely dish, Pan, pot, pot, housing, etc.

trata de blancas
He is white: traffic or trade a person or group of persons performed with women of any race to induce them to
prostitution.

trata de negros
Trafficking in black: in ancient times, traffic of blacks to sell them as slaves.

tratado de lausana
Treaty of Lausanne: the one signed in 1923 between the allies and Turkey. For him, Turkey recovered part of European
territory, lost during World War II, and the Straits of the Dardanelles and the Bosphorus were demilitarized.

tratar el agua
Purifying water to make it potable. This biochemical procedure is performed in the treatment plants installed in the
aqueducts.



trattoria
Trattoria: In Italy, is an Inn or small restaurant.

trauma craneo-encefálico leve
It is a trauma suffered by a person who commits the skull and the brain. This trauma usually occurs during a traffic
accident, and the word " slight " indicates that damage or involvement is minimal and that therefore neither the integrity
nor the person's life are in danger.

trauma craneo-encefálico moderado
It is a trauma suffered by a person in a traffic accident, which has undertaken the skull and the brain. The word "
moderate " indicates that the damage has been minor and that therefore the recovery will be quick and satisfying,
without risk to the patient.

trauma craneo-encefálico severo
It is a trauma suffered by a person who has committed the skull and the brain. The word " severe " indicates that
damage and involvement have been quite important, and that therefore the patient's life is in danger.

travel
Travel: English word which in Spanish translates: travel, travel, walking.

traverso
Cristian Alberto Traverso is an Argentine ex-footballer who was steering wheel of containment and sometimes as a
central defender.  He played in teams Argentinos Juniors and Boca Juniors of Argentina, among others.

travertino
Travertine: calcareous tufa m. produced by chemical precipitation of materials dissolved in some sources. By its strength
and lightness used in construction, particularly of ceilings and vaults.

travestirse
Dress a person with clothes of the opposite sex. In English: Crossdressing.

travolta
John Travolta, is an actor, singer, musician, dancer, film producer, record producer, and also pilot, of American origin. 

tráiler
Trailer, Castilianized form of the English word trailer that translated into Spanish means: trailer . 

tránsfuga
Defector: ( adj.  )  1 facineroso or robber passing fleeing from one place to another. 2 politician who betrays or abandons
his political party to form part of another. 3 deserter, traitor.

trece mil
It is the number that follows in order the twelve thousand nine hundred and ninety-nine ( 12999 ) and precedes the
thirteen thousand one ( 13001 ) 



trencito
Train: 1 - diminutive of train.   2. the dance of the little train is a form of dance in which a group of people in a row,
revolves in making circles, to the sound of music.  Each person grabs the waist of the person who goes along to move in
circles or winding.

tres golpes
In colloquial language it is given the name of "three strokes" to the three meals of the day (breakfast, lunch and dinner).

tres por tres
Three times three equals nine ( 3 X 3 = 9 )

tres quince
In the colloquial language is known as three 15 ( 3-15 ) to that State where a person has taken a few sips of liquor but is
not drunk, it is the State in which liquor starts to do a little bit of effect and the person begins to get excited.

trescientas
Three hundred and three hundred: ( number writes 300 41. It is the number that follows two hundred ninety-nine ( 41
299; and precedes the three hundred and one ( 301 ).

trescientos
Three hundred (and three hundred).    1- Three times a hundred.    2- It is the number that follows in its order to two
hundred and ninety-nine ( 299 ) and precedes three hundred and one ( 301 ) 

tresero
The tresero is the musician responsible for the execution of the three in an orchestra or musical group.

tresero
There is an error in the definition that makes Margarito. The definition he does in fact correspond to another word: " 34
back;.

tri-dimensional
three-dimensional it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "three dimensional" being its
meaning:<br>Three-dimensional: ( adj.  ) It has three dimensions.

triboniano
Triboniano: 40 Byzantine jurist; 6th century ). Minister and collaborator with Justinian. He participated in the compilation
of all institutions Imperial ( 41 528; She wrote the institutions ( 41 533; and a new edition of the code ( 534 ).

triclosán
Triclosan is a powerful bactericidal agent that was used in the production of care and personal grooming products such
as soaps, toothpaste, deodorants, etc.

tricota
Tricota: Woven fabric used to cover f. upper part of the body. Synonyms: sweater. camisueter, sweater.



tricotar
Knitting: vb. Word of French origin. Manufacture garments knitted or woven: ever fewer women learn to knit, now woven
clothing is bought already made.

tridimensional
Three-dimensional: ( adj.  ) It has three dimensions.

trifásico
Three-phase: ( adj.  ) Applies to everything that is composed of three equal or different things.

trillizos
Triplets: Plural of triplet.  A triplet is a baby that is born together with other two babies in the same delivery.

trimoto
A tricycles is a provided three-wheeled motorcycle.  These vehicles are very useful for people who have a disability in
lower extremities.

trinos
On the Internet called trills to messages that sends someone over Twitter.

trio
Trio is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Trio" being its meaning:<br>Trio: m. 1 - group of three persons or
things. 2. in music, set of three voices that are usually accompanied by three instruments.

triple a
Is the maximum rating that is you gives to a product, to an entity or to any other thing, by their level of quality.

triple a
Triple to ( or also Triple AAA ): in some countries is the maximum score academic.

triple choque
A triple shock is a clash in which three vehicles are involved.

triple play
This expression espanglesa, in telecommunications is defined as the packaging of services in which a company u
operator provides to the customer the opportunity of gozarde three services: Internet, television and telephony fixed with
a discount special in the rate as prize by the made of hire them three services with said operator.

triple seis
Triple six: is equal to six hundreds sixty and six ( 666 ).

triple x
Triple X movies are those that are only recommended for adults because of their high pornographic content. 



tripleplay
TriplePlay or triple play is a word or phrase espanglesa that telecommunications is defined as the packaging of services
in which a company or operator offers the customer the opportunity to enjoy three services: Internet, TV and telephony,
co n a special discount on the tariff as a reward by the fact of hiring three services with the operator.

tripletazo
1. in Colombia, specifically in the Department of Córdoba, the tripletazo is a lottery-like draw.   2. in football, a tripletazo
is a triplet, i.e., the set of three goals achieved by a player in a same game.

tripulante
A person who is part of a crew. 

triquiñuela
Trick: f. deception, ruse.

trirreme
Trireme: m. three orders of rowing boat, common in antiquity.

triscar
Distributings: vb. 1 romp. 2 tangle, mix. 3 twisting alternately and to either side of the saw teeth.

triunvirato
Triumvirate: m. 1 - Government formed by three people. 2. Group of three people who lead or are in charge of
something.

trivial
Trivial: adj. That it lacks all importance or interest.

trivializar
Trivialize: vb. irreg. Subtract interest or importance.

trizas
Shattered: Plural of cracks. A cracks is a very small piece or a particle that has detached from a body.

trío cucuteño
Trio between people of Cúcuta, Colombia.

trocear
Slice ( v .  Tr.  ) Divide one thing into pieces.

trochero
Trochero (and trochera) person who knows and along trails and roads that helps other people to travel and spend on
one side by these steps, generally inhospitable.



troja
Troja: f. rustic construction made with pieces of wood, sticks and branches, four meters of height approx. used in farms
and towns as bedroom of hens. This construction shall be equipped with a ladder where hens will rise when you begin to
fall overnight.

troll
Troll: ( Word of English )  A troll is a person who is dedicated to publish messages or comments offensive and loaded
with sarcasm, rudeness and lies over the Internet, in order to mock or make angry to one or more persons.

trombonista
Trombonist: Person that he plays the trombone.

trompada
Trompada: ( feminine noun ) Beat strong that is with the fist, especially when is directed to the face.

trompá
In term " 34 Horn; It actually is apocope of trompada.

trompeador
Trompeador and trompeadora: ( adj.  ) A person who fights to trompadas.

trompear
1- Fighting the horns with someone.   2- Give horns to something or someone.

trompon
Trompon: m. Trompada, punch.

trompon
Trompon: m. Trompada, punch.

troncomóvil
The trunk mobile was a small vehicle made with logs and pieces of wood, which used for its displacement the characters
of the television series THE FLINTSTONES.  The trunkmobile, however, was a human traction vehicle, and it was its
own occupants who pushed the car with their feet. 

tropel
Crowd: m.  Tropelin. Group of people who move quickly, disorderly and making noise.

tropelín
Tropelin: Crowd, crowd moving with noisy disorder.

tropicálida
Tropicalida stereo, is the name of a station in Guayaquil, Ecuador; it emits its signal through the F band.  M.



trova paisa
The trova paisa, also known as Antioquia trova is a type of trova originating in the Department of Antioquia, in Colombia.
It consists of a series of verses rhyming and improvised, usually on a competitive basis between two or more
troubadours.

trovero paisa
A paisa trovero is a Troubadour who specializes in improvisation and interpreting the Antioquian trova, also known as
trova paisa, originating in the Department of Antioquia, in Colombia.

truck
Truck (pronounced trock), is an English word that translates into Spanish : truck . 

trueno
Thunder: m. In popular jargon he is called so the revolver and pistol. Synonyms: pipe, iron, iron.

trump jr
Donald Trump Jr.  is the name of the eldest son of the former president of the United States of America, Donald Trump. 

truñuño
Trununo, trununa: stingy person.

trust
Trust: ( 41 English voice; Association formed by the main producers or hoarders of a product, to dominate the market
and control prices and conditions of sale. Differs from the poster that, while in this each company retains its autonomy,
in the trust agreement between the companies leads to a fusion of them all.

tubito
Trousers " 34 tube; also called pants " tubing " It is pants, narrow boot, which is a little tight, particularly since more
below the knees and ankle.

tubo
In Colombia, in the jargon of gangs and other groups on the fringes of the law, the tube is the revolver or gun: "To the
Juanchi police making a cross surprised him, they removed the tube and is prisoner ". In the same language give the
synonym of iron and iron.

tubo de escape
Tube that motor vehicles have in the rear, which serves to expel the gases that are produced with combustion inside the
engine. 

tucumano
Tucumano (and Tucumana) .    Person born in the city of San Miguel de Tucumán, province of Tucumán in Argentina. 

tucumán
San Miguel de Tucumán is the capital of the province of Tucumán, in Argentina.  It has a population of approximately



850. 000 inhabitants . 

tuis
TUIs: m.  Word that has adapted to the Spanish, and that means: message through twitter, also known as " 34 trill;

tuit
A Tweet is a message or comment through the social network Twitter.  Synonyms: tuis, trill.

tuitear
Tweet: vb. Send messages and comments via Twitter.

tuiter
Tweet: Form castellanizada from the English word Twitter.

tuitero
Tuitero, ra: ( adj.  ) A person who writes and sends messages through Twitter.

tuki tuki
"Tuki Tuki " It was the name of the bar mentioned in 34 work;The arrow " Colombian writer David Sanchez Juliao. In that
place, according to the work, Sanchez Juliao met "The arrow " and is in that meeting where the latter character narrates
the author experiences and anecdotes.

tumaqueño
Tumaqueno and tumaquena: person born in the municipality of San Andres de Tumaco, better known only as Tumaco,
town located in the Department of Nariño, Colombia.

tumbador
Tomb (and tomb) 1- What a tomb.   2- Worker who cuts wood for construction or for carpentry.   3- Avivato that by
trickery takes over the money or belongings of one or more people. 

tumbao
An individual's peculiar walking style. In the song, "Pedro Navaja " Ruben Blades says: "By the corner of the old
neighborhood, I saw him pass, with the tumbao which the handsome have you walk...  "

tumefacción
Swelling: ( f.  ) Swelling of any part of the body caused by a stroke, trauma or a slight post-surgical complication.

tunecino
Tunisian (na).    1- Person born in the city of Tunis which is the capital of the country of the same name.   2 - Person
born in Tunisia, North African country. 

tupiguaraní
Linguistic family comprising numerous indigenous languages distributed from the Río de la Plata to the Guianas and



from the Atlantic to the cordillera of the Andes.

tuqui tuqui
Tuqui Tuqui or Tuki Tuki, was the name of the bar mentioned in 34 work; The arrow " Colombian writer David Sanchez
Juliao. In this fun, according to the work site, Sánchez Juliao met " The arrow " and is in that meeting where this last
character narrates the author experiences and anecdotes.

turba enardecida
Large group of angry people: "A mob mob tried to Lynch the thief who assaulted the woman in the Park ".

turbaquero
Turbaquero: (and turbaquera) person born in the town of Turbaco, in the Department of Bolivar in Colombia.

turbodiesel
1- Engine equipped with a turbocharger moved by a turbine.   2- Vehicle equipped with this engine.

turbogenerador
Turbo-generator: m.   (FIS.  )  Electric generator powered by a steam turbine which is directly coupled. Unit or
turbodinamo, is called as it produces continuous or alternating current.

turdetania
Turdetania: (Geogr.  )  Ancient region of southern Spain, in the Valley under the Guadalquivir River, inhabited by the
turdetani.

turquesa
Turquoise : 1- ( s .  F.  ) Mineral consisting of hydrated copper and aluminium phosphate, blue-green, which is mainly
used in jewelry.    2- ( adjective ) Blue-green color .

turquí
It is known as turquí to dark blue.

tusi
"Tusi", is the name given to a synthetic and very addictive substance, whose consumption represents serious risks to
mental health. 

tutear
Tutear: ( vb.   )  Talk to a person using the pronoun you.  In the song, " Madame Kalalú " , Rubén Blades says: " We see
passing Madame Kalalú, have me treat me trust you.  .  .   "

tutela legitima
The action of guardianship is the mechanism provided for in article 86 of the Constitution politics of Colombia, seeking to
protect the fundamental rights constitutional 34 people; when these are violated or threatened by the action or omission
of any public authority or of any private entity ". The action of guardianship may be brought before any judge of the
Republic.



tuti fruti
A " tuti fruti " It is a variety of many things together but in disorder.

tuti fruti
A " tuti fruti " It is a mixture of several fruit chopped into small pieces, to which you add water, sugar, colorings and ice.
In some regions called " 34 spatter;.

tutorial de baile
It is a tutorial in which you are taught to dance all kinds of music or some type of music.  This expression in English
translates to : dance tutorial. 

tuve
1.-Was: is the preterite of the verb first-person: "Last year I had a motorcycle, but is damaged prior to expiry of the
warranty and that gave back it "<br>2. I had: is the preterite of the verb first-person: "Last year I had a motorcycle, but is
damaged prior to expiry of the warranty and that gave back it ".

tv
TV : 1- Abbreviation of television in Spanish .   2- English television abbreviation .

twerking
Stupendous: ( English word ) Act of dancing provocatively, with sensual pelvic movements that invite to eroticism. This
form of dance is very similar to the " perreo " Reggaeton.

twingo
The Twingo, is a small car manufactured by the Renault car company. 

twitcam
It is an application created for twitter, which allows users to transmit voice and image to his followers in live using a
webcam. At the same time, the followers of that user or anyone that is connected may submit their opinions.

twitter
1.-Twitter: 1 - word of English which in Spanish translates: I Twitter or chirping. 2 Web site of free messaging where you
can also post your comments, add friends or people that you follow, or that follow you, and add them to a list of contacts.
The comments that someone publishes on this social network are referred to as " 34, " 34 trills; tweets or " tuis ".

u 2
U2: Pronounce iu your. It is an English expression, ( U Two ) that in Spanish it could be translated as " Two 34 u; is the
name given to a rock band founded in the city of Dublin, Ireland, there in the 1970s.

u c i
The unit of care intensive ( attention  )  is it section of a clinical or hospital to where is enters to them sick of greater
gravity, that by that condition require of a care and follow-up special, continuous and specific.

u s a



U.S.A.: Stands for United States of America, which in Spanish translates: United States of America.

u s army
U S. Army: English expression which in Spanish translates: Army of the United States. It is the unity of the armed forces
of the U.S.A., responsible for land-based military operations.

u s navy
U.  S .  Navy ( United States Navy) is an English expression that translates in Spanish : United States Navy .

u s navy
U.  S .  NAVY ( United States Navy) is an English expression that translates into English: United States Navy.

uba
UBA: form loving of call or refer you to Ubaldo, name own male.

uba
U.B.A.: acronym of unit basic of care, that are the units of care priority of Coomeva E.P.S. in Colombia.

ucraniano
Ukrainian ( na ) .     1- Person born in Ukraine.     2- Belonging or related to this country in Europe. 

uepa
Uepa! and Uepa Je!, is also an expression of jubilation that can denote intense enthusiasm and joy.

ues
UES: ( fis.  )  Abbreviation of system of electrostatic units.

uépale
Take it! , ( also ude je!)   it is an expression of jubilation that denotes enthusiasm and joy.

uf carajo
This expression is widely used in the departments of Bolívar, Sucre and Córdoba, in Colombia; denotes amazement or
surprise.

ufanarse
Ufanarse ( v .  Pron.  ) Praise yourself, bragging.

uff
Uff is incorrectly written, and should be written as "uf" still its meaning:<br>UF!: ( Interj.  ) Express tiredness, nuisance,
stifling reluctance: "Ugh!, what heat does today!  ".

ultra-virus



Ultravirus: m. Virus, vaccine and rabies, contain invisible pathogens that pass through the filters.

ultracongelador
An ultrafreeze is an appliance used to preserve vaccines and other medicines that require special cooling. 

ultraderecha
Far right: (f.  ) Radical political right or extremist and populist.

ultrajo
I outrage is incorrectly written and it should be written as "contempt" being its meaning:<br>Outrage: m. said or done
shameful that directly affects a person. It an insult, tort, you insult.

ultrapasteurizado
It is said of that dairy food that has undergone an ultrapasteurization process.  Ultrapasteurization is a process used to
eliminate or greatly reduce the number of microorganisms present, mainly in this type of food.

ultrasonografía
Ultrasonography, also called ultrasound ultrasound is a procedure that uses high frequency sound waves to view inside
the body, by placing a transducer or probe on the skin that is greased with a contact gel to generate echoes.

ultravelocidad
Ultraspeed, is a word that is becoming of recurrent use.  In Internet and computing in general, it refers to the maximum
browsing speed, which is offered by a cell phone or fixed telephone company. 

umbilical
Pertaining to or relating to the navel. 

un
A : A- Apocope cardinal number of one .   B- It is used to indicate a person or thing in an indeterminate way.

un billón
A billion is a million million ( 41 1,000,000,000,000;

un ejemplo de desmesurado
Desmesurado: Excessive, exaggerated. Example: " Electric power service users are surprised by the excessive
increase who presented such a service this month ".

un joven bien preparado
It was the slogan that used the automaker Renault to promote automobile Renault Clio: "Renault Clio, a well prepared
young ".

un mil
A thousand, or just a thousand (1000) is the number that follows in its order to 999 and precedes 1001



un mil uno
One thousand one ( 1001 ) is the number that follows the thousand ( 41 1000; and precedes the two thousand ( 1002 ).

un yon
In the popular jargon, and especially in the underworld often say " a yon " to refer to a million: "This motorcycle has cost
me a yon ". It refers to one million pesos.

una de dos
An of two: 1 - an expression that is used to oppose in the choice between two things or ideas: "One of two: going or I'm
34. 2. is used to present two options: " one of two: tell me who is to blame or punish you ".

una en punto
When it is said that it is the "one o'clock", it means that it is 01: 00 AM or one o'clock in the afternoon, which corresponds
to 01 : 00 PM ( 13 : 00 hours ). 

unas frias
a cold is incorrectly written and should be written as "a cold ( with tilde )" being its meaning:<br>Cold is the name given
to the beer in the colloquial language. In the case of the expression which we are concerned today ( a cold ) want to say
" a few beers ".

undécimo
Eleventh: (adj.  ) Which occupies the number eleven in a series ranked elements or numbers.

unidad de mil
One unit of one thousand is the same as a thousand units, and it also equals ten hundred. 

unigénito
Only begotten: (and Unigénita) a person who is an only child, like Jesus of Nazareth, for example.  Precisely, in the
biblical passage of John 3-16, the letter reads the following story: "For God so loved the world, that given his only
begotten son, that whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have eternal life."

unionistas
They are fans of the football team Union Magdalena of the city of Santa Marta, Colombia.

universal estéreo
Universal Stereo .    1- It is the name of a radio station that broadcasts its signal from Mexico City, in the 88s. 1 MHz FM
band.    2- It was the name of a radio station that broadcast its signal from the city of Barranquilla (Colombia), in the 93s.
1 MHz in the FM band.  This station is currently called La Mega and belongs to the RCN radio network. 

universe
Universe , is an English word that translates into Spanish : universe . 

universitaria
A University is a woman who studied at the University.



university
English word that in Spanish translates : University .

uno
One (1) is the number following zero (0) and preceding two (2). 

uno más uno
One plus one equals two ( 1 1=2 ) . 

uno tras otro
One after the other: ( loc. Advisor.  ) On or in successive order.

uno y blanco
In the game of Dominoes, the one and white is the token that is marked only with a dot. 

uno y dos
ONE AND TWO, was the name of a musical group that performed romantic music and was in force until the late 1970s. 

upac
UPAC stands for Constant Purchasing Power Unit.  It was a tool used in Colombia to regulate the credit and savings
system in the country.

upegui
Upegui is a surname of Spanish origin. 

uredinales
Uredinales: m.   (Plural )  An order of basidiomycete fungi parasitic on the upper floors that have walls basidia. They are
formed at the expense of resistant spores, called teleutosporas. They include the rusts.

uretra anterior
Anterior urethra, also called penile urethra, is what goes inside the penis and ends at the meatus at the end of the Glans
( 41 penis head.

uretra peneana
The penile urethra is going inside the penis and ends at the meatus at the end of the glans. It is also known as anterior
urethra.

urocultivo
In medicine, specifically in microbiology, a urine culture is a laboratory test that by a urine culture seeks to identify a
germ or bacteria causing urinary tract infection.

uroflujometría
It is a test done to measure the volume of urine eliminated from the body, the rate at which it is eliminated, and the time



it takes to complete the physiological process. 

urotac
Urotac or urotomografia, is a procedure that is aimed at the study and exploration of the urinary tract through a 40 CT;
CT ).

uruguayo
Uruguay, already: ( adj.  ) Originally from Uruguay, country in South America.

urumitero
The urumiteros and urumiteras are people born in the village of Urumita, in the Department of La Guajira, Colombia.

usanza
Style: fashion, custom f. use.

usufructo
Usufruct: ( s.m.  ) Right that a person using a good that is of another person, receiving the benefits of said well.

usufructuante
Usufructuante: The person that it makes the enjoyment of a thing: "Alberto is usufructuante, has the usufruct of the
property of the House of his sister, and why pay rent to him.  "

utiles de oficina
Office supplies include: stationery, punch, stapler, folders, computer and all together including printer; a-z folder, unclip,
pencils and pens, markers, etc.

utilitarismo
Utilitarianism ( s .   M.  ) 1- Modern philosophical doctrine that considers utility as a principle of morality.   2- Actitutud or
tendency to put utility before any other quality or aspect of things.

uva pasa
This is the name given to the dried grape. 

uxoricida
A uxoricide is a man who kills his wife.

uyuyuy!
Oops!: interjection denoting surprise or admiration, and also used as a compliment: " Oops, which borders are!

ùltimo
Latest: ( adj.  ) Refers to what in a ranked series final ranks and do nothing else of the same species back or later.



última cena
It is known as the last supper to the supper that Jesus of Nazareth took with his apostles the night that preceded the day
of his crucifixion. 

última hora
Breaking news is the latest or last-minute news broadcast on radio or television, sometimes interrupting the normal
programming that is currently on the air.

últimamente
Lately ( adv .  ) Recently; in recent days or in recent days.

último hombre
In football, the "last man" is the last defender to stand in the way of a player from the opposing team who has projected
himself to the attack and who has eluded the other defenders.  In the event that the "last man" knocks down or commits
a serious misdemeanour against such an attacker, he will be exposed to the red card.  If the foul is within the area, the
referee will penalize maximum penalty or penalty.

último minuto
Last-minute news is the latest or last minute news, broadcast on radio or television or published by written means.

últimos días
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints is the name of the church where Mormons gather.

único
Unique : 1- Only in its kind.    2- Extraordinary, excellent, wonderful. 

va pa esa
This is an expression slang that in Colombia means: accepted, ready, determined.

vacaloca
In Colombia, specifically in Barranquilla and Santa Marta, get into a " vacaloca " It is tucked into a problem, in a mess or
tangle.

vacante corazon
vacant heart is incorrectly written, and should be written as 'heart vacancy' being its meaning:<br>Best, vacant heart: 1 -
song of the genus " 34 sauce; interpreted by the Colombian group Fruko y sus Tesos, singing Wilson Saoko. 2. It is said
that person's not being in love, i.e. having the vacant heart.

vaccine
Vaccine is an English word that translates into Spanish : vaccine . 

vacile
Hesitate: (m.  ) Joke, vacilón, relax, spree.



vacilón
Vacilón: ( m.  ) Recocha, fun, fun.

vacunatón
In Colombia, the name "vacunatón" has been given to that day in which a significant number of people are sought to be
vaccinated against Covid-19. 

vagabundina
Vagabundina: ( f.   ) Vagabundería, vagrancy, loitering.

vagancia y compañía
It is a fictitious or imaginary company mentioned by some unemployed or lazy to indicate their status as unemployed. 
So, when you ask, where do you work? , the unemployed answer: "In vagrancy and company"

vagina es lo mismo que vulva?
No Vagina is the female genital or sexual organ, and the vulva is a fraction is East. Definitions. Vagina: f. genital or
sexual organ of women formed by a duct that goes from the vulva to the uterus. Vulva: f. outside of the genital or sexual
organ ( 41 vagina; of women, which is the entrance of the vagina and the entire area surrounding it such as lips and
clitoris.

vaginal smear
English expression which in Spanish translates: vaginal smears.

vaginitis
In medicine known as vaginitis, inflammation of the vagina, and the simultaneous inflammation of the vulva and the
vagina is called vulvovaginitis.

vainazo
1. in the colloquial language, a vainazo is something like a scolding, a wake up call. 2. also you can be a word or phrase
offensive. 3. an insult.

vaiven
push-pull is incorrectly written, and should be written as "push-pull" being its meaning:<br>Jigsaw: m. reciprocating
motion of a body after crossing a line in one direction, again describing it walking in the opposite direction.

valduparense
It is the adjective for people born in the city of Valledupar, Department of Cesar, Colombia. Synonym: Vallenato.

vale
It is a word that in colloquial language in Venezuela, means : friend, friend, parcero.

valen
Francisco Valenzuela Ávila, better known as Valen, was a singer, composer and music producer, originally from the
town of Tocón (Spain). 



valiosísimo
Valuable (ma), is the superlative of valuable.  It's worth a lot or has a lot of importance, esteem or power. 

vallecaucano
Vallecaucano ( na ) .   1- Person born in the department of Valle del Cauca in Colombia.   2- Belonging or related to this
department of Colombia. 

vallenatero
Vallenatero and vallenatera: person that encourages and promotes the vallenato music.

vallenatero
Vallenatero and vallenatera: person that encourages and promotes the vallenato music.

vallenatero
Vallenatero and vallenatera: person who vallenata music like.

vallenatero
Vallenatero and vallenatera: person who vallenata music like.

vallenato
A vallenato is a popular song which is sung accompanied by an accordion and other instruments including box,
guacharaca, guitar, bass, drum, piano.

vallenato llorón
Some jugglers and vallenato music critics have given the description of " 34 weeping vallenato; type of vallenata music
characterized for being more romantic vallenato music performed by the first singers and ensembles that appeared in
Cesar, La Guajira and other departments of the Colombian coast. Undoubtedly this genus revolutionized the vallenato,
and is for this reason that today vallenata music occupies a privileged place in the whole world.

vallenatólogo
A vallenatologo ( and 41 vallenatologa; He is a knowledgeable person to vallenata music background.

vallenet
Vallenet : (appeared written v'llenet ) It was a vallenata music group founded in 1999 and active until 2002.

vallerengue
The word vallerengue is a neologism of the Spanish language.  It is the fusion of vallenato and merengue, musical
rhythms of Colombia the first and Dominican Republic second.

valluno
Valluno ( na ) .     1- It is the demonym of people born in the department of Valle del Cauca in Colombia.   2- Belonging
or related to this department of Colombia. 



valor de desecho
Wastes have no value, its definition implies so: scrap m. 1 excess of something after you have chosen the best or what
can be used: the egg shell is scrap, we only eat the white and yolk.  2 Thing that pulls useless: "Put food scraps in trash
". You have to add that there are waste that must be treated with care, as hazardous biological waste, that occur in
hospitals and clinics.

valuar
Valuate : ( v .  Tr.  ) Indicate the price . 

vamos
We will: Is hortatory first person plural. Example: Come on, hurry; come on, we have to leave.

van
1. a van is a truck or van small, similar to a minibus.   2. conjugation of the verb go, when the action develops it the
second or third person plural and in the present tense.

vanguardista
Avant-garde: ( adj.  ) Person who breaks new ground in the art, science, etc.

vanidoso
1- That has vanity and shows.    2- Vain is the name given to one of the Smurfs. 

vaqueros
The Cowboys were a few very popular characters in the legendary West of the United States of North America in the
19th century; they were responsible for the care of the cattle ranches or farms in that territory. On their days off, the
Cowboys went to the saloon in the nearest town, where it was very common to find with other characters such as the
Sheriff, the Bandit, the gunman, the hero, the gambler, rancher, outsider, Indian, etc. All these characters enjoyed the
attention of the " girls glad " the saloon or lounge.

vaquiro
vaquiro is incorrectly written, and should be written as "vaquiro" being its meaning:<br>When he was twelve years old
my Mom took me visit to Venezuela, specifically in a township called guava in Zulia State. I remember that in the
countryside, close to a farm that we visited had a small stream known as " pipe vaquiro ". I don't know why they called
him " cano " When there was a small stream actually.

var
VAR stands for video arbitration assistance.  It is a system of arbitration assistance based on video footage, which has
been implemented by FIFA in the Russia 2018 World Cup.   It is a help system instant for cases of moves which may be
doubtful for the referee, lent by a group of experts in soccer and its regulations.  So for example, in a move where a
player is knocked down within the area, the referee sanctioned penalty, but to be safer consultation a group of var who
maintains direct communication, and is directed toward a small screen arranged near the field of j then, to finally make
the decision after analyzing the video quickly.

variantes del nombre carmen
The feminine proper name Carmen variants, are: Carmenza, Carmina and Carmelina; the diminutive is: Carmencita, and
to call her affectionately used "Carmocha ".



varillazo
Rodzo : ( s .  M.  ) Hit hit with a rod.

varillero
A Blackbird and varillera is a person who is only interested in getting profit or economic advantage in any situation or
event or pending.

varitazo
Varitazo: (s. m.)  ) Once as a rod or a wand.

vatiaje
Wattage : ( masculine noun ) 1- Number of watts needed to operate an apparatus or machine.    2- Amount of watts
produced by a generator, an alternator or any other related device. 

vaucher
vaucher is incorrectly written, and should be written as "voucher" as meaning:<br>Voucher: Word of English than in
Spanish translates as proof, being its synonym voucher or coupon. In the case of the piece of paper that is signed when
you make a purchase or an advance card cash credit or debit, is according to the case, proof of purchase, payment or
advance, or you can simply use the English term: " 34 voucher;

ve de vaca
The letter ve (v), also called uve, ve corta, ve small, ve chica and colloquially "ve de vaca", is the twenty-third letter of
the Spanish alphabet.  

vector
In biology, a vector also known as transmitting agent is an agent that can propapar a disease of an organism to another:
the mosqitos anofheles are vectors of 40 malaria; malaria 41.

vector
In biology, a vector, also known as the transmitting agent is an agent that can spread a disease of an organism to
another: anofheles mosquitoes are vectors of 40 malaria; malaria 41.

vedette
Vedette: French word which in Spanish translates " star ".A vedette is leading actress in a play, a soap opera, a
magazine or any other show or the star.


